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Jonathan Monk

Through variously witty, ingenious and irreverent means contemporary British artist Jonathan Monk
replays, recasts and re-examines seminal works and ideas from modern, conceptual, and minimalist
art predecessors.

Appropriation is something I have used or worked with in my art since starting art school in 1987.
At this time (and still now) I realized that being original was almost impossible, so I tried using
what was already available as source material for my own work.______Jonathan Monk

Test Print- All The Sizes Available In All The Sizes Available, 2006
Color photo on Fujicolor Crystal Archive Paper. Titled on back side. Comes with (titled and
dated) SIGNED sticker.
12 x 18 inches
$ 500

Unused Test Print Porsche RH, 2016
Poster print with newspaper and accompanying magazine published in conjunction with the
exhibition, The Life Sized Black (a Porsche for RH), Blondeau & Cie, Geneva, Switzerland. The
newspaper is SIGNED and the print is hand titled. Includes a SIGNED signature label.
10 x 13 inches
$ 500

From the accidental acquisition of the 911 handbook written by (not the artist) Richard Hamilton to
the auction house Bonhams and the sale of a 1973 Porsche 911S 2.4-Litre Coupé once owned by
(the artist) Richard Hamilton to the making of the edition, The Life Sized Black (a Porsche for RH),

composed of life-sized images of the Porsche, like the real car, to the only picture available of the
actual car via Bonhams’ website to enlarging, measuring and cropping of the Bonham image to the
prints in the edition of an almost completely abstract version of the original car.

The Life Sized Black (a Porsche for RH) I-X Newspaper, 2016
Newspaper + accompanying catalogue published in conjunction with the exhibition, The Life Sized
Black (a Porsche for RH), Blondeau & Cie, Geneva, Switzerland, SIGNED.
Unknown edition size
$ 75

The Life Sized Black (a Porsche for RH)I-X Newspaper shows the 10 images that appear within the
accompanying magazine. Each pixel has been dramatically simplified and broken down to four
numbers. These numbers represent the colours required for printing within the CMYK color
system.______Jonathan Monk

MD Test Enlarged Invite, 2012
Hand cut paper, titled, dated and SIGNED.
13 x 6 inches
$ 250

Studio With Shadow- Glasgow, 1993
UNIQUE color photo on Kodak paper
4 x 6 inches
$450

Time Between Spaces, 2008
Double-sided exhibition announcement card. SIGNED on both sides, Musée D’Art Moderne De La
Ville De Paris.
8 1/4 x 6 inches
$ 100

Exhibit Model One at Kunsthaus Baselland, 2016
Postcard. SIGNED on back side.
6 x 8 inches
$ 100

Exhibit Model Three, 2016
Newspaper, SIGNED.
8 1/2 x 11 1/2 inches
$ 50

Monk revisits and reinterprets artworks, often even ironically appropriating elements of his own
work as he did in Exhibit Model One at Kunsthaus Baselland. This show was the first of an ongoing
series of shows which are made up of images of some of Monk’s previous exhibitions. 

It’s a Newspaper, 2011
Yellow newsprint, SIGNED.
24 x 8 1/2 inches
$ 250

First distributed during the opening of his exhibition at Yvon Lambert in Paris, It’s a
Newspaper explains through a series of photographs the origin of Monk’s project for this exhibition.
The project involved the presentation of 23 monochromatic paintings that were installed by a circus
troop following a precise choreography dictated by the artist. 

Alakazam, 2013
SIGNED exhibition poster designed by Lawrence Weiner for Jonathan Monk’s solo exhibition,
COLOURS, SHAPES, WORDS (pink, blue, square, circle, etc.), The Centro de Arte Contemporáneo
de Málaga, Spain. 
19 x 13 1/2 inches
$ 200

FIVE BALLERINAS IN MANHATTAN FROM MAY 27, 2007 TO JUNE 2, 2007 
SIGNED artist’s book and exhibition catalogue. 8pp offset printed as foldout on one side only,
rubber stamped.  
8 1/2h x 5 1/2w in
$ 115

This brochure was originally produced in conjunction with choreographed "ballets" by Daniel
Buren. Performed from May 27 - June 2, 1975 individuals walked to seven locations in New York
City while wearing Buren designed placards using five colors. Under the direction of Jonathan
Monk from May 27 - June 2, 2007 Creative Time re-staged Buren's Ballets and reproduced its
poster / brochure with a faux rubber stamped title.

My Mother Cleaning My Father's Piano Sheet Music, 2016
Offset printed sheet music, trifold, self-published, SIGNED.
11 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches
Edition of 200
$ 125

Auto-compositions by Monks’ mother. Originally performed by Rita Monk.

Dear Painter Paint For Me One Last Time, 2011
Newspaper, 20 pp, SIGNED.
8 1/2 x 11 1/2 inches
$ 50

Published in conjunction with Dear Painter, Paint For Me One Last Time  at BFAS Blondeau Fine
Art Services, Geneva, Switzerland. Includes an interview with Johannes Wohnseifer. For this
exhibition, Jonathan Monk follows his attention to the artist Martin Kippenberger and his first
museum show Lieber Maler, male mir (Dear painter, paint for me) in which Kippenberger hired a
billboard painter to execute the paintings for this show. Likewise, Jonathan Monk commissioned
reproductions of 10 paintings by a Chinese painter which were exhibited in the same gallery 30
years after the museum debut of Martin Kippenberger.

The Secret Exhibition, 2015
SIGNED exhibition catalogue. Laminated cover with 60 full page glossy color illustrations 
throughout, staple bound.
8 1/2 x 6 inches
One of 600 copies.
SOLD

Sixty-four works by Jonathan Monk from the Heart Fine Art Collection were exhibited in a hidden 
attic space within the Summherhall complex. Visitors to the exhibit were by invite only. One 
hundred and twenty-one people saw the exhibition curated by Paul Robertson. Published by Show 
& Tell Editions/Lust and The Apple.

Together Again But Always Alone, 2014, 2018/2019
Blondeau & Cie holiday greeting card, SIGNED by Monk
8 1/2  x 6 inches
$ 100

Cover image is the polyester, resin, wax, and clothing piece Together Again But Always Alone, 2014.

Roman Holiday (Beach), 1998 
Goodman&Company greeting card. SIGNED on the back side.
5 1/2 x 8 inches
$ 100

Card image is of the c-print diptych, Roman Holiday (Beach), 1998, Susan D. Goodman Collection.

Kunst Transport, 2019
Archival Inkjet print on warm tone gloss paper. 1 AP / out of an edition of 22 with 22 AP. SIGNED,
titled and dated on back side.
16  x 19 1/2 inches
$ 300

This print is from an early small body of work created with pressed flowers. It was originally
published by Artificial Image for the multi-artist portfolio Sana Sanaa Editions · Supported by
Artists. Test prints of Kunst Transport are also available.

Ed Ruscha

During the 1960s and 1970s, Ed Ruscha created a series of 16 small, self-published books that
became the catalyst for the way artists would approach the book form today. 

I have eliminated all text from my books- I want absolutely neutral material. My pictures are not
that interesting, nor the subject matter. They are simply a collection of 'facts', my book is more like a
collection of readymades.....It is almost worth the money to have the thrill of 400 exactly identical
books stacked in front of you.______ Ed Ruscha

CRACKERS, 1969
Original white wrappers with red lettering, 240 pp with 115 black & white photo-illustrated 
narrative. Published by Heavy Industry Publications, Hollywood, CA. First edition limited to 5,000 
unnumbered copies. 
9 x 6 inches
SOLD

Intentionally photographed as if a collection of film stills, Crackers features noted Los Angeles 
fashion designer Rudi Gernreich, his frequent model Leon Bing, artist Larry Bell, and Tommy 
Smothers as models. The book is based on Mason Williams' text "How to Derive the Maximum 
Enjoyment from Crackers" (which is printed on the inside rear flap of the dust jacket). This project 
served as the basis for Ruscha's 1971 film "Premium."  

Nine Swimming Pools and a Broken Glass, 1968
Original white wrappers with black lettering, 48 pp with 9 color photographic illustrations of very
blue generic low-rent Las Vegas hotel swimming pools and 1 of a broken glass against a blue
background, interspersed among 52 blank pages. Self-published, Los Angeles, CA. First edition
limited to 4,000 unnumbered copies, missing glassine dust jacket.
7 x 7 1/2 inches
$ 900

Real Estate Opportunities, 1970
Original white wrappers with black lettering covered by glassine dust jacket, 48 pp with 25 black & 
white photographic illustrations of various tracts of land for sale in different parts of L.A.
County accompanied by the address of each property. Self-published, Los Angeles, CA. First edition 
limited to 4,000 unnumbered copies.
7 x 5 1/2 inches
$800

Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Angeles, 1967
Original white wrappers with orange lettering covered by glassine dust jacket, 48 pp with 34
captioned black & white photographic illustrations showing aerial views of parking lots for such
places as Universal City, The May Company, Dodger Stadium, among others - all completely
devoid of cars. Self-published, Los Angeles, CA. First edition limited to 2,413 unnumbered copies.
10  x 8 inches
$ 1,200

Twentysix Gasoline Stations, 1967
Original white wrappers with red lettering covered by glassine dust jacket, 48 pp with 26 captioned
black & white photographic illustrations of petrol stations, along the highway between Ruscha’s
home in Los Angeles and his parent’s house in Oklahoma City. Published by Cunningham Press,
Alhambra, CA. This book was first published in 1963 with 400 numbered copies. This is the second
edition which was published in 1967 with 500 unnumbered copies. 
7 x 7 1/2 inches
$ 2,500

As Rusha's first artist book, Twentysix Gasoline Stations is also considered to be the first modern
artist's book.

Some Los Angeles Apartments, 1965
Original white wrappers, with green lettering. 48 pp with 34 captioned black and white
photographic illustrations of the post-war Southern California rental property construction boom.
First edition limited to 700 copies, missing glassine dust jacket.
7 x 5 1/2 inches
$ 2,800

Olivier Mosset

Olivier Mosset is a Swiss painter whose work is rooted in conceptual abstraction. In the 1960s
Mosset was a member of the BMPT collective along with Daniel Buren, Michel Parmentier, and
Niele Toroni. The group suppressed subjectivity and expressiveness favoring instead practical
systems like the utilization of neutral, repetitive patterns. Pinnacle to the group’s philosophy were
the 200 or more identical oil paintings that Mosset produced between 1966 and 1974, of a small
black circle at the center of a square white canvas. Mosset was a founding member in the late 1970s
of the New York Radical Painting group, which re-asserted a social relevance for abstraction.

Untitled, 1985
Acrylic on aluminum. SIGNED and numbered on the reverse.
12 x 12 inches
AP 9/10 out of an edition of 50 + 10 AP. 
Includes a copy of the book  Olivier Mosset, published by Verlag Lars Müller, 1990. All as housed
in original box.
$ 4,000

Olivier Mosset, 1996
8 COLOR LINOCUTS in hard cover book with texts by Jean-Christophe Bailly, Neuchatel Editions
Media.
20 x 13 inches
Edition of 50
$ 900

Licht Editions/Serigraph Calendar

Collection of 12 loose screenprints as originally published together in the Licht Editions/Serigraph
Calendar, 1971. This is set no.1554 out of an edition of 3,000.

Bob Stanley
Cracker Jack
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 12 x 16 3/4 inches
$ 600

Mel Ramos
Leo
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 16 x 10 inches
$ 600

Josef Levi
Karen
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 12 x 12 inches
$ 600

David Milne
River Ring
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches 
$ 600

Pierre Clerk
Block Island
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 121/2 x 13 inches
$ 600

Paul Van Hoeydonck
Oscar the Robot
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 121/2 x 13 inches
$ 600

Red Grooms
Blewy
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 12 1/2 x 16 1/2 inches
$ 600

Lowell Nesbitt
Barriers
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 13 x 16 1/2 inches
$ 600

Charles Hinman
Dance
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 12 x 16 inches
$ 600

Henry Pearson
Trinity III- Variant
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 12 x 12 inches
$ 600

Richard Anuszkiewicz
Sun Keyed
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 12 x 14 1/2 inches
$ 600

John Wesley
What's Going On In The Hall?
Sheet: 14 x 18 inches / Plate size: 12h x 16 inches
$ 600

Peter Hutchinson

Peter Hutchinson is a British born artist who has lived and worked on a large plot of land in
Provincetown, MA for over 55 years. A master gardener and process photographer, Hutchinson is
recognized as a pioneer in both the land art and narrative art movements. Hutchinson is known for
his photo-based conceptual artworks that document ephemeral interventions he creates with the
landscape. These interventions often utilize such materials as flowers, food and found objects in
natural environments like the ocean, mountains and fields. Handwritten texts that both document
and comment upon the circumstances of the creation accompany the photographs. In so doing,
Hutchinson’s work becomes an exploration into the layered, interrelated qualities of nature and
language.

Architecture, 1974
Three color photographs, ink on paper. SIGNED and DATED by the artist.
12  x 9 inches
$ 400

Color Analysis: Analysis of Flowers in Meadow by Colour, July 1972
Colored pencil, seeds on paper. SIGNED and DATED by the artist
12 x 9 inches
$ 400

Year, 1979
John Gibson Gallery 
Exhibition catalogue of photos representing the seasons.
8 1/2 x 11 inches
$ 125

English Landscape
John Gibson, 1981
Offset printed exhibition announcement card.
4 x 6 inches
$ 75

Eduardo Kac

Eduardo Kac is internationally recognized for his groundbreaking and influential contributions to
the development of contemporary art and poetry. He is the founder of the Movimento de Arte Pornô
which was an experimental art movement conceived in January 1980 in Rio de Janeiro. The
movement happened under a military dictatorship and subverted conventional pornography both as
a form of political resistance and as an innovative art medium.  Kac made a number of artist’s books
in the context of the Movimento de Arte Pornô by subverting the conservative underground
pornographic comics of the time. He would take apart two or more of these comics, recombine the
pages, put the comics back together under original covers, and add hand written words to modify
each comic’s title. As a result, the original storylines could no longer be followed, producing an
incongruent, discrepant and jarring new story. Kac’s method made evident the heteronormative
clichés that characterized conventional pornography while originating new, playful reading
experiences. These new books were created as a critique of the narrative found in the original books,
which often portrayed women as objects of seduction and homosexuality as demeaning. 
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Margô Na Pensão, ca 1981
UNIQUE artist book of deconstructed underground comics with some collaged pink comic bubbles.
Offset printed, stapled. Hand titled and SIGNED in blue ink.
6 1/2h x 4 1/2w in
 $ 1,800

Pensão Margô, ca 1981
UNIQUE artist book of deconstructed underground comics with some collaged pink comic bubbles.
Offset printed, stapled. Hand titled and SIGNED in blue ink.
6 1/2h x 4 1/2w in
$ 1,800

Alternate Projects is an online gallery specializing in artist publications, editions, ephemera and
unique works with an emphasis on the historic, scarcely found, uncommon and radical.

info@alternateprojects.net 
859-653-8684
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